Effective diameter (D eff ) Size-specific dose estimate (SSDE) Volume CT dose index (CTDI vol ) CT scanner Information on the effective diameter (D eff ) is essential for estimating the dose for patients undergoing CT examinations. The purpose of this study was to calculate the effective diameter using the maximum values of lateral (LAT) and anteriorposterior (AP) diameters (D eff,m ) and using LAT and AP diameters taken from the center of the image (D eff,c ), and compare both estimates to the effective diameter calculated directly from the cross-sectional area of the patient (D eff,A ). We evaluated 164 patients who underwent the four most frequent CT examinations, namely pelvic, abdominal, thoracic, and head examinations, using a multi-detector CT (MDCT), the Toshiba Aquilion 128. We used the Wilcoxon-Mann-Witney U test to statistically determine whether differences were significant. 
INTRODUCTION


Computed tomography (CT) is a remarkable imaging modality which produces high-quality 3D images with fast acquisition times. The CT scan is becoming an increasingly popular and effective diagnostic tool. Therefore, CT is considered as the gold standard in medical imaging.
However, CT delivers a higher radiation dose to the patient than other imaging modalities, and consequently also poses a higher risk of cancer [1] . The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) reported in 2008 [2] that the effective doses of head CT, chest CT, abdominal CT, pelvic CT, abdominal-pelvic CT, coronary artery calcium CT, and coronary CT angiography examinations were 1-2, 5-7, 5-7, 3-4, 8-14, 1-3, and 5-15 mSv, The CT dose needs to be estimated in order to optimize scanning protocols. The estimation and evaluation of radiation dose to the patient have relied on the output of the CT scanner, in terms of volume CT dose index (CTDI vol ) and the doselength product (DLP). The output of CT scanner is determined for standard-sized cylindrical phantoms (either 16 cm or 32 cm diameter) and their conversion factor to effective dose derived for patients of typical size [7] . As such, the dose to individual patients is not available.
Patient size is strongly correlated to the dose received, and hence to the individual's radiation risk. For constant exposure factors (such as tube voltage, tube current, pitch, and beam width), it had been reported by many authors that if the size of the patient decreases, the radiation dose increases [8, 9] . The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) [10] in 2011 issued a report estimating patient-specific dose in terms of size-specific dose estimate (SSDE) and emphasizing that the effective diameter of patient (D eff ) and the volume CT dose index (CTDI vol ) should be taken into consideration. For more accurate estimation, the patient-specific dose should take into consideration not only the effective diameter, but also the attenuation (composition) of each patient in terms of water equivalent diameter (D w ) [11] [12] [13] [14] . Several studies estimated D w from D eff [14] [15] [16] , underscoring the necessity of an accurate D eff calculation.
The effective diameter can be estimated prior to the CT examination using a scanned projection radiograph (SPR) image or it can be calculated afterwards using an axial CT image. Pourjabbar et al. [17] reported that the estimate of D eff using an axial image provides less variability than using an SPR image. They calculated the effective diameter as the root of the product of lateral (LAT) and anterior-posterior (AP) diameters [10, 17] . Usually, LAT and AP diameters are chosen in a position that gives maximum values [10, 18] . Other studies [15, 19] estimated the D eff in the axial image, using LAT and AP diameters from the center of the image. In fact, the maximum values of LAT and AP diameters only occur in the center of the image if the geometry of the patient has a circular or elliptical cross-section, which is not the case for most real patients. We calculated the effective diameter using both the maximum diameters (D eff,m ) [10] and the central LAT and AP diameters (D eff,c ) [19] , and compared both estimates to the effective diameter calculated directly from the patient cross-section (D eff,A ). We focused on the four most frequent CT examinations, namely the examinations of the pelvis, abdomen, thorax, and head.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The images of patients
We evaluated 164 patients who underwent various CT examinations at Kensaras Hospital, Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia, using a multidetector CT (MDCT) scanner, the Toshiba Aquilion 128. The details of the patients and examinations are listed in Table 1 . The D eff calculation
The effective diameter was directly calculated from the cross-sectional area of the patient (A):
The effective diameter was also estimated from the magnitude of diameter in the lateral (LAT) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions [10] :
Equation (2) assumes that the patient's cross section is either circular or elliptical. Deciding the best values of LAT and AP diameter is tricky.
The maximum values occur in the central image only for circular and elliptical geometry. However, real patients' geometries are neither fully circular nor elliptical in cross section. Many investigators follow AAPM (2011) and use the maximum diameters, in whichever slice they occur, to estimate the effective diameter (D eff,m ) and the size-specific dose estimate (SSDE m ) [10, 18] . Anam et al. [19] developed software to automatically calculate the D eff using diameters from the central image to estimate effective diameter (D eff,c ) and size-specific dose estimate (SSDE c ). This study will investigate the differences, if any, in using D eff,c and D eff,m and compare them to D eff,A , the value measured directly from the cross-sectional area.
In this study, we only evaluated the center image (slice) of the 3D image stacks of the patients. A typical image is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . We used the automated patient contouring proposed by Anam et al. [19] . The result is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . We then calculated the area of the patient and calculated the effective diameter based on the real area (D eff,A ) using equation (1) . Afterward, we automatically calculated the diameters of the patient in the LAT and AP directions from the central image and calculated the effective diameter based on these two diameters (D eff,c ) using equation (2) . The position of these diameter measurements is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Finally, we automatically calculated the maximum diameters of the patient in LAT and AP positions from the image and calculated the effective diameter based on these two diameters (D eff,m ) using equation (2) . The position of these diameter measurements is shown in Fig. 1 (d) . Table 2 . The D eff,m values are 26.1 ± 3.0 cm, 25.5 ± 3.4 cm, 26.9 ± 2.4 cm, and 16.8 ± 0.6 cm for pelvic, abdominal, thoracic, and head examinations, respectively. It is clear that head D eff,m has a small standard deviation (< 1 cm). Therefore, TCM is not activated for this head standard examination. It differs from other parts of body (pelvis, abdomen, and thorax) for which the standard deviations are relatively high (> 2 cm). Therefore, to reduce dose in the small size of patient, the TCM is activated in these standard examinations. A previous study [20] reported that TCM is used routinely for chest, abdominal, and pelvic CT examinations, but is often not used routinely for head CT exams. However, the use of TCM for head examinations has the potential to reduce CT dose [20] . Deff ( Deff (cm) (d) Head Region thoracic, and head patients were not completely circular or elliptical. The head is nearest to being circular or elliptical, while the abdomen is the farthest from a circular or elliptical shape.
The [18] or D eff,c [15, 19] to calculate SSDE.
The main finding of our study is that the effective diameter can be accurately estimated from the square root of the product of the maximum LAT and AP diameters. This effective diameter (D eff,m ) as used by AAPM 204 [10] and other investigators [18] is statistically no different (p > 0.05) from the effective diameter calculated using the actual cross-sectional area of the patient (D eff,A ) . The percentage differences between them are 2.9 %, 3.2 %, 2.0 % and 0.1 % for pelvic, abdominal, thoracic, and head examinations, respectively. Also, SSDE m is not statistically different (p > 0.05) from SSDE A .
The effective diameter should not be estimated using the LAT and AP diameters from the central slice as used by Ikuta et al. [15] and Anam et al. [19] , except for head examination. These effective diameters (D eff,c ) are statistically different (p < 0.05) from effective diameters calculated using the actual area of the patient (D eff,A ), except for head examinations. The percentage differences between them are 5.4 %, 5.7 %, 5.5 %, and 2.2 % for pelvic, abdominal, thoracic, and head examinations, respectively. However, if they are used, a conversion factor from D eff,c to D eff,A should be implemented.
The estimation of effective diameter is essential for an accurate estimation of SSDE, although the use of only patient size (i.e. effective diameter) is not enough to predict the SSDE. The more appropriate metric is water equivalent diameter (D w ) which combines the patient size and attenuation (composition) of patients [12, 13] . This would require a further study to convert D eff to D w for every body part of a CT examination. 
CONCLUSION
